
In the Classroom:
ELA: Students are reading  nonfiction and learning about 
text structures, main idea and supporting details.
Writing: Student have chosen their “expert topics” and are 
beginning the writing process.
Math: Students will work on elapsed time, and time word 
problems
Science: Balancing Forces (Physics)
Social Studies: Holidays around the World.
SEL: This month is all about Respect! Also CPS’s mandated  
sexual health lessons about respecting ourselves and 
others, building healthy relationships, and how to stand up 
against bullying.

During Essentials:
P.E.: Practice intermediate jump rope skills for 

both long and short ropes. Students will also 

learn exercises to enhance certain aspects of 

their fitness. 

Art: Students will be learning about organic and 

geometric shapes, color temperature and 

symmetry.

Technology: Complete assignments in Brainpop 

Jr, Pebblego, and Flocabulary. Learn how to type 

by  using the Typingclub website. Also complete 

their work in their Applied Digital Skills website 

on learning how to use Google Drawings. 

-be on the lookout for a field trip form for 
the Museum of Science and Industry

12/23- No School- End of Q2

12/26-1/6 No School- Winter Break

1/9- School Resumes Please send your 
student to school 
with a                     
water bottle!

Make sure your student is dressed 
for the cold weather, there will be 
outdoor recess most days! Please 
let your teacher know if you need 
a 
winter coat, hat or 
gloves!
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¿Qué estamos aprendiendo? 

FECHAS IMPORTANTES RECORDATORIOS E

Por favor envíe una 
botella de agua con el 
estudiante!


